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FROM THE DIRECTOR'S DESK
POST-TRAUMATIC STRESS ON BOTH SIDES OF THE BARS

S

ome of you may be aware that most of what I know about corrections work and its impact on staﬀ
and their families comes from decades of listening to you and your family members share about

the impact of the job, or reading what you send me on this topic. And by "you" I mean corrections

staﬀ of all ranks and disciplines. For this I'm deeply grateful.
I'm now starting to put some thoughts together about the potentially volatile mix of staﬀ and
justice-involved individuals, in when both parties are dealing with post-traumatic stress. Why might
this be an issue in corrections settings? It is because the very nature of PTSD aﬀects how people
interact. For example, some PTSD symptoms are irritability and anger outbursts, hypervigilance (being on the
lookout for threats and danger all the time), and acting recklessly, with no regard for the consequences--all highly
“flammable” behaviors, that can fuel the fires of confrontations, and rapid escalation in conflict and acting out.

My questions to you are:
1. Based on your experience, how might post-traumatic stress issues aﬀect staﬀoﬀender interactions in jail and prison settings, or staﬀ/parolee interactions in
community settings?
2. What can help reduce the "flammability" of such staﬀ-oﬀender interactions, and help
de-escalate or even prevent a fire or an explosion?

Post-traumatic symptoms plaguing both staﬀ and incarcerated individuals and parolees is a critical subject, as it may
be at times at the core of excessive use of force or other policy violations on the staﬀ’s end, and preventable violence
or other reckless or self-destructive behavior on the oﬀender/parolee end.
Your input will be much appreciated, and will continue to help educate me, and help me help others deal with these
issues. Please email me your thoughts at caterina@desertwaters.com. I thank you in advance.

Caterina

Spinaris
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THE HEROES OF OUR DAY
DARIA MAYOTTE

P

rison. It’s overcrowded. It’s understaﬀed. It’s loud.

To say that prison is a tough place would be an

Gangsterism is a constant. The potential for a ﬁght

understatement. But this season of the world has

or a stabbing is just around the corner. Complaints

magniﬁed that even more. The ofﬁcers are scared. The

outnumber the barbed wire spikes surrounding the

oﬀenders are scared. One staﬀ member told me

place. I’ve heard it said, “Prison is an assault on the

yesterday that in the shop for oﬀenders, Dettol has been

senses.” But that’s just a normal day.

sitting on the shelves for ages, expired for years. But
with the onset of coronavirus in South Africa, suddenly

If working behind bars wasn’t already hard enough, this

the cleaning supplies got bought out by the oﬀenders,

worldwide pandemic has added yet another layer of

who are also brimming with stress and anxiety.

anxiety and mistrust in a place that was already a daily
battleﬁeld - both psychologically as well as physically.

There’s really no obvious reason for hope in

“This thing is like an abusive husband. It has isolated us

circumstances such as this. Which is why it is all the

from each other. And now…fear.” This was one ofﬁcer’s

more shocking when you do ﬁnd it.

take on how the prospect of COVID-19 inﬁltrating the
correctional system has impacted the relationships
among colleagues in the maximum security center at
which she works in South Africa.
While the national lockdown was in place, the
Department of Correctional Services (DCS) closed its
doors to the public - including all visitors as well as nonprofits/non-governmental organizations (NGOs). Left
more alone than ever, correctional staﬀ were, and are,
on the front lines in this war we are ﬁghting. Without the
option of staying home, these men and women continue
to courageously show up to work
each day, risking their lives and
the health of their families as they
carry out the duties laid before
them.

“‘WHOM SHALL I SEND? AND
WHO WILL GO FOR US?’ AND I
SAID, ‘HERE AM I. SEND ME!’”
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It was decided to transform part of one local prison into
the DCS Regional Hospital for oﬀenders who have tested
positive for COVID-19. You can imagine this added even
more fuel to the ﬁre of fear that was already burning. As
the ﬁrst infected oﬀender was brought in, the call was
sent out: ofﬁcers are needed to guard this person as
well as care for her needs. As I write this I am reminded
of a passage in Isaiah 6:8, “Then I heard the voice of the

“I learned that courage was
not the absence of fear, but
the triumph over it. The
brave man is not he who
does not feel afraid, but he
who conquers that fear.”
Nelson Mandela

Lord saying, ‘Whom shall I send? And who will go for
us?’ And I said, ‘Here am I. Send me!’”
Surely no one would answer this call. Surely no one
would put their lives even more at risk. But the heroes
are emerging. Ms. J. Nkoma*, Head of the local Female
Centre, sent me a message letting me know one
particular staﬀ member “rescued a situation we found
ourselves faced with.” What was she referring to? A
correctional ofﬁcial by the name of Ms. N. Bongiwe*
answered that call of, “Who will go for us?” with, “Here
am I. Send me.” She put her hand up in circumstances
most others were running from. She was among the
ﬁrst to step closer towards the danger, rather than shrink
away from it.
But she’s not the only one. Just across the premises at
the Medium A Centre, correctional ofﬁcer L. Vendu*
responded just the same. Fellow colleague K. Mtshaka*
was impressed by this, sending me a message about
Vendu saying, “She volunteered to work with the
oﬀender who is having the virus.” Volunteered. This
could have played out far diﬀerently. Orders could have
been given. Pleas could have been made. Arguments
could have followed. But these two women volunteered.
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And there’s more! Correctional staﬀ are stepping up to

stands for the truth no matter who is attacking him.”

the plate, now more than ever. They are protecting

Wow. It’s one thing to carry out the motions and

themselves, their colleagues, the oﬀenders. They are

complete a task, but when your colleagues are

protecting you.

describing you with words like the above in addition to
“kindhearted” and “compassionate” - in a prison and

I’m guessing you didn’t know that DCS employee D.

during this pandemic - then it’s safe to say you’re going

Somyala* of the Medium B Centre, arrives on duty at

beyond the call of duty. The stories I’m hearing about

05h00 and often only leaves with the day shift members

this guy lead me to believe he’s going out of his way and

at 16h00. And since the Special Remission of Sentence

serving in a manner that makes others stop in their

was announced on December 16, 2019, her colleague

tracks for a moment.

reports she has often been known to sacriﬁce her
evenings and only report oﬀ duty at 22h30, “ensuring

These are the stories that must be told. These are the

oﬀenders’ proﬁles are professionally completed before

heroes of our era. Whether running to the aid of infected

submission to the CSPB.” She has also risen to the

oﬀenders; tirelessly working way beyond a normal day’s

occasion in this current crisis. Her fellow DCS member

shift; or choosing to serve with an attitude of love and

reports Somyala is “going the extra mile” and that since

compassion: this is courage in the face of fear.

the lockdown she “implemented and regularly updated
the sanitizing/cleaning list in the CMC” and “would

This crisis has changed all of us in some way. For some,

remind members as well as oﬀenders to respect the

like the correctional staﬀ at this local prison, it’s making

rules concerning lockdown while executing her own

their light shine brighter. Nelson Mandela once said, “I

duties.”

learned that courage was not the absence of fear, but
the triumph over it. The brave man is not he who does

And let me tell you about correctional ofﬁcer Mr. V.

not feel afraid, but he who conquers that fear.”

Ngxasa* of the Medium C Centre. His name keeps
coming up for all the right reasons. Since the lockdown,

Brave men and women are conquering fear in South

he’s the one ensuring that each staﬀ member in his

Africa’s prisons.

centre completes their daily screening forms. And he
makes sure every person has a mask and a pair of

*Names and other identifiers have been changed for

gloves. But before you say to yourself, “Well, that’s just

security reasons.

his job,” let me add a bit more to it - because his
colleagues are not saying, “that’s just his job.” Attitude is
everything. One colleague said, “He is bold and not
controlled by the judgment of others. He strives for the
best version of himself. He loves his family, and he
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BIRDS OF A FEATHER: P O W E R

IN NUMBERS

© CATERINA SPINARIS, PHD

W

hen confronted with danger, our brain is
hardwired to react in one of these four ways:

fight, flight, freeze or faint. We attack, run away, freeze
on the spot for a few seconds until we figure out how to

respond, or numb out and curl up in a proverbial ball,
surrendering when no escape seems possible. These
four F’s happen automatically or quasi-automatically
based on our brain’s assessment of the situation and on
our past experiences.
However, there is a 5th F that is not talked about often
enough, an F that is just as important and that can be a
lifesaver in its own right. This F has to do with flocking.
Flocking stems from the undisputable reality that we are
also hardwired to be social.
When danger hits or threat looms in the horizon,
flocking helps us cope by orienting us to persons we
believe can help us. Flocking causes us to stick
together, pool our resources, and comfort each other.
F l o c k i n g h a s p owe r f u l c a l m i n g e ﬀe c t s , b o t h
neurochemically and psychologically.
As we flock together, we are empowered to endure and
even overcome stressors that by ourselves we would not
be able to tackle.
The power and eﬀectiveness of flocking are a reason
why we need to build and maintain healthy support
systems and teams both at work and at home.
Perhaps much of the eﬀectiveness of peer support
teams for corrections staﬀ is the element of flocking—of
social support—which they bring to the table. Peer
support teams legitimize and make acceptable staﬀ
behaviors that are often frowned upon in “tough”
correctional workforce cultures.
So when you go to work tomorrow, think about how you
can act so that you can be seen by coworkers as a “safe”

person for them to open up to, to ask for advice, or to
ask for assistance. Behave in ways that make it possible
for coworkers to flock around you during times of need
and also during times of rejoicing. Likewise, seek "safe"
people that you can flock to during challenging
times. Do the same in your home and community
outside of work.
And take note of how improvements in the quality of
your relationships help improve your inner sense of
peace and confidence when dealing with life’s
challenges.
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TEACHING EMOTIONAL
INTELLIGENCE SKILLS
© CATERINA SPINARIS, PHD

W

orking in a correctional

vast majority of the training’s

environment requires a

content. Consequently, the new tools

complex set of self-management and

they have been given to use are

interpersonal skills (which have been

rarely transferred to the workplace

called Emotional Intelligence skills)

and incorporated in one’s daily

which cannot be mastered at the

exchanges with oﬀenders and other

Training Academy, if they are taught

staﬀ.

there at all. Rather, these skills are
developed over time through

Learning how to manage one’s own

ongoing training, supervised

and others’ emotions, attitudes and

practice, and mentoring. These skills

reactions eﬀectively requires a very

can make the diﬀerence between life

diﬀerent kind of learning than

and death, between the retention

acquiring factual information. When

and loss of valuable staﬀ, and

learning history and arithmetic, we

between a correctional agency being

are given information to understand

sued or not for excessive use of

intellectually or to memorize. Two

force.

plus two equals four. The attack on
Pearl Harbor took place on

The traditional approach of teaching

December 7, 1941. This information is

interpersonal skills in corrections

plain and simple. It is devoid of

settings has been to tell trainees

subjectivity, emotional slants,

about those skills, oﬀer some

motives, perspectives, values, biases,

examples, and, perhaps, do some

prejudices, and attitudes. To learn it,

role plays. After that, the trainees are

all that is needed is logical thinking

on their own. In a matter of days

and rote memorization.

most of them are likely to forget the
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Acquiring and mastering Emotional

deeply ingrained “blueprints”

unable to identify them ourselves

Intelligence skills, on the other

regarding our perception of our

can leave us feeling exposed and

hand, follows a very diﬀerent “brain

identity, our worldview, and our

vulnerable.

route.” This learning touches the

philosophy of life. Unless a trainer

heart (emotions and values we hold

is highly skilled in “putting out fires”

Or having sorrow well up in us

dear) as well as the mind, and it

during the training, and addressing

when the concept of empathy is

requires the engagement of both

people’s unease and anxieties

discussed (for example, we may

mind and heart for it to happen

about handling situations in new

realize for the first time how much

well.

ways, some participants may shut

we longed to be treated with

down and not embrace the

empathy as children, but were not)

material.

can result in our feeling stripped of

In the process of learning
Emotional Intelligence skills, our

our defenses and embarrassed.

core beliefs get stirred up, as well

For example, realizing that we have

as our fears, resentments and

difficulty identifying our own

Learning to validate someone even

issues about which we feel

emotions can be an unpleasant

when we don’t agree with them

passionate. These skills involve

surprise. Moreover, having

may initially feel like we are giving

concepts which are intricately

someone else pinpoint our

in or that we are betraying our

interwoven with established and

emotions accurately while we are

principles—even though that is not
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have to practice the new skills over

However, the payoﬀ of this kind of

and over, fine-tuning them.

learning is well worth it. When

Learning how to deescalate conflict

Essentially, Emotional Intelligence

implemented organization-wide, it

may feel uncomfortably “soft” at

learning involves forming new

can increase morale and

first, as it may feel like we are

habits of managing ourselves and

productivity through improvement

compromising or backing down.

others. This kind of learning

of the workplace climate. And

And while learning to de-escalate,

requires practice, correction,

multiple studies have shown that

we may worry that we will be

repetition, adjustment, and more

about 20 to 30 percent of a

regarded as “wimps” because we

practice. It works just like building

company’s performance is

are resorting to these tools instead

muscle at the gym through

accounted for by the organization’s

of using our old ways of gruﬀness,

repetition of weight-training

climate—by how employees view

use of force, or walking oﬀ in a huﬀ.

routines. It also resembles

or feel about their workplace.3

the case at all.

mastering the game of golf—there
So, teaching Emotional Intelligence

is always room for improving one’s

Desert Waters oﬀers Emotional

skills requires skillfully addressing

swing. The investment and

Intelligence training that can be

discomfort and overcoming

patience required for the process

used facility-wide, office-wide, or

resistance in the students,

of learning “new tricks” may

agency-wide, and that involves

especially when these are rough

discourage us and tempt us to give

strategies and practices for self-

and tough corrections employees.

up.

regulation, interpersonal
communication, and conflict

Yes, acquiring Emotional

And for those of us who want a

management. We recommend that

Intelligence skills may run counter

simple version of life, Emotional

these be accompanied by a

to our old ways of managing

Intelligence skills may feel

suggested periodic practice

ourselves and handling situations.

uncomfortable because they

schedule for the skills to become

We might have to unlearn

involve an art component, and a

an integral part of the culture of a

counterproductive behavioral

variety of expressions that may all

workforce. For more information,

patterns and replace them with

be suitable while they also all can

email us at

more eﬀective methods and

be improved upon the next time we

admin@desertwaters.com or call

techniques. And since the old

use them. They are not

us at 719-784-4727.

patterns are overlearned and

characterized by the certainty of

ingrained, to overcome them we

2+2=4.

References:
1. http://www.prisoncommission.org/pdfs/Confronting_Confinement.pdf, p. 12.
2. Ibid., p. 15.
3. Goleman, D., Boyatzis, R., & McKee, A. Primal Leadership: Realizing the Power of Emotional Intelligence.
Boston, MA: Harvard Business School Publishing, 2002, p. 17-18.
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Corrections Fatigue to Fulfilment
Correctional Family
Wellness

True Grit

The follow-up to CF2F

Our award-winning flagship course

Our wellness course for
families of correctional staﬀ

For 2022 dates of upcoming
Instructor Training courses, click the logos above.

Instructor Candidate Comments about the CF2F Course
This course is much, much more than I had ever expected! I am very pleased to see that all of the information given is fact
based and uses references that are legitimate and wasn’t just presenting information without anything to back it up.
– A. S., Recruitment & Retention
This program provided an eye-opening experience about the harsh reality for correctional staﬀ that is often unrecognized
and unspoken. This program helps identify the key factors that contribute to correctional fatigue, but more importantly,
ways to correct that. Recognizing this as an issue in the correctional environment is phenomenal.
– M. M., Regional Training Specialist
I am glad that his course engages participants rather than a “Death by Power Point” type of experience. I am also glad
that staﬀ can give their own examples and experiences to others that may experience the same.
– D. D., Recruitment & Retention Coordinator
Didn’t realize that I was experiencing Corrections Fatigue until I attended class this week. Here I am, certifying to be an
instructor, but instead received a very much needed refresher in how to battle CF and how to achieve fulfillment.
Master Instructor was great, engaging, passionate and informative.
– Anonymous
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IN MEMORIAM
Shalonda Sinks-Chappell, Communications Officer,

Charleston Department of Public Safety, NC

Whitney Cloud, Correctional Officer Trainee,

Florida Department of Corrections

Stacy Crawford, Correctional Officer,

Union County Sheriff's Correctional Officer, FL

Broderick Daye, Probation/Parole Officer,

5th District Probation/Parole, IA

William Diaz, Corrections Deputy Sheriﬀ First Class,

Lee County Sheriﬀ’s Office, FL

Jacob Dvorak, Correctional Officer,

Iowa Department of Corrections

Thaddeus Ford, Correctional Officer,

Iowa Department of Corrections

Connell Foreman, Correctional Officer V,

Texas Department of Criminal Justice

Quentin Foster, Correction Officer,

Connecticut Department of Correction

Darryl “Scout” Goodrich, Jr., Correctional Officer,

Washington State Department of Corrections

Valerie Gudger, Corrections Officer,

Cuyahoga County Sheriﬀ’s Office, OH

Devante Jones, Corrections Officer,

Wayne County, MI

Rick Longoria, Corrections Officer,

Louisville Metro Department of Corrections, KY

Aaron Marinelarena, Correctional Officer,

California Department of Corrections and
Rehabilitation

Amanda Markowitz, Corrections Officer,

Lawrence County Jail, PA

Robert L. McFarland, Correctional Officer,

Iowa Department of Corrections

Todd Nath, Correctional Officer,

Iowa Department of Corrections
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Freddie Rowell, Court Security Officer,

Lee County Sheriﬀ’s Office, AL

Lorena Y. Schulte, Registered Nurse,

Iowa Department of Corrections

Michael D. Teachout, Correctional Officer,

Iowa Department of Corrections

Bobby Travelstead, Correctional Lieutenant,

Sonoma County Sheriﬀ’s Office, CA

Robert (RJ) Videmos II, Correctional Officer,

Iowa Department of Corrections

Robert Ynclan, Sheriﬀ

Gonzales County Sheriﬀ’s Office, TX

Quote of the Month
“Most of all, love each
other as if your life
depended on it.
Love makes up for
practically anything.”
~ Eugene Peterson
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MANY THANKS

Thank you for your donations!
Individual donors:
Anonymous donors, TC & Joellen Brown, Jeﬀ & Connie Mueller, Kevin & Robin Rivard, Harold & Carol Severson

Special thanks also go to: Gene Atherton, Cathy Bergquist, T.C. & Joellen Brown, Jean Cecile Delozier, Anthony Gangi,
Blake Kush, Jeﬀ & Connie Mueller, Brent Parker, Jeﬀ Rude, Joanie Shoemaker, Eleni Spinari, Ted Tudor, Jody West
DWCO Disclaimer
The views and opinions expressed in the Correctional Oasis are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect or represent the views and
opinions held by DWCO Board members, staﬀ, and/or volunteers. DWCO is not responsible for accuracy of statements made by authors. If you have
a complaint about something you have read in the Correctional Oasis, please contact us.
DWCO Mission
Advancing the well-being of correctional staﬀ and their families, and the health of correctional agencies,
through data-driven, skill-based training

Caterina Spinaris, PhD, LPC, Executive Director
431 E. Main Street, P.O. Box 355, Florence, CO 81226
(719) 784-4727, https://desertwaters.com
Your gifts are tax-deductible.
Desert Waters Correctional Outreach, Inc., is a non-profit corporation which helps correctional agencies counter Corrections Fatigue in their staﬀ by
cultivating a healthier workplace climate and a more engaged workforce through targeted skill-based training and research.

